
           
You’ve booked your holiday…  

now add the fun stuff!  

                         LAS VEGAS & GRAND CANYON 

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY! 

T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions. 

Grand Celebration Helicopter Tour of the Grand Canyon  
Get ready to enjoy our most popular Grand Canyon helicopter flight as you 

embark on an unforgettable journey which includes an exclusive landing on 

the floor of the West Rim. 

General 

 £293 

Cirque du Soleil - 7 World Class Shows!  
Breathtaking from start to finish, Cirque du Soleil redefined how the world 

views the circus; custom-built theatres, world class acrobatics, larger than 

life characters and creativity and innovation that pushes the limits! 

General 

£72 

Grand Canyon National Park - With Free Vegas Show!  
The perfect tour for those travelling on a budget! Travelling by luxury 

coach you can really appreciate the wild country outside of Las Vegas plus 

you can get out and admire the wonderful views of the Grand Canyon. 

General  

£72 

Grand Canyon West Rim Helicopter Air Tour  
Travel in a luxury A-Star helicopter for incredible aerial views of the Hoover 

Dam, Bypass Bridge, Bowl of Fire and the Mojave Desert before soaring 

over the mighty Colorado River and into the depths of the Grand Canyon. 

General  

£287 

Lip Smacking Foodie Tour 

Lake Mead Cruise & Hoover Dam  
This unforgettable tour combines a leisurely 90-minute cruise on picturesque 

Lake Mead with a thorough exploration of Hoover Dam which was the largest 

dam in the world at the time of its completion in 1935.  

Grand Voyager with Skywalk  
A unique experience combining plane, boat, helicopter and the Skywalk, a 

glass-bottomed bridge suspended 70 feet over the edge of the Grand         

Canyon's rim!  

Machine Gun Vegas  
Located just 10 minutes from the strips, Machine Guns Vegas has an array 

of guns to shoot, from automatic pistols and machine guns, to historical 

guns to one-of-a-kind SEAL weapons. 

General 

£93 

Adult £28 

Child £5 

General 

£78 

Adult £437 

Child £401 

General 

£85 

PRICES  FROM  

Award winning food tours in Las Vegas with visits to the top restaurants on 

the Strip or Downtown. Receive immediate seating, VIP service, signature 

dishes at every restaurant and a guided walking tour between stops packed 

with insider information on Las Vegas and the sights along the way.  


